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ABSTRACT
Recently, Carlip proposed a formulation which computes the Bekenstein-Hawking (BH) entropy
for the black hole in any dimension from the classical Virasoro algebra of the surface deformation
on the horizon. But it has been known that his theory has some technical inconsistencies
although his idea has received wide attentions. This paper address a resolution of the problem.
By considering a correct gravity action whose variational principle is well dened at the horizon,
one can derive the correct Virasoro generator for the surface deformation at the horizon through
the canonical method. The grand canonical ensemble, where the horizon and its angular velocity
and temperature are xed, is appropriate for my purpose. From the canonical quantization of
the Virasoro algebra, it is found that the existence of the classical Virasoro algebra is crucial to
obtain the operator Virasoro algebra which produces the right conformal weights  A=hG for
the semiclassical black hole entropy from the universal Cardy’s entropy formula. The correct
numerical factor 1=4 is obtained by choosing the appropriate ground states which are dierent
for the rotating and non-rotating black holes; L˜0min = − 3A32G T for rotating case, L˜0min = 0 for
non-rotating case. The arbitrary =T dependences of the central charge c and L˜0 are exactly
cancel each other through the eective ones ceff and L˜0eff such as the nal entropy has no
the =T dependence. Quantum corrections of operator ordering have negligible contribution
O(1) to the large BH entropy. As a byproduct of my results, I am led to conjecture that
non-commutativity of taking limit to go to the horizon and computing variation is proportional
to the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints. I apply my method to almost all known black
hole solutions in any dimension and I nd that they all satisfy the conditions for the universal
entropy formula. I conclude with remarks on the remaining questions.




In the recent six years, there have been several outstanding approaches toward the statistical
mechanical computation of the Bekenstein-Hawking (BH) entropy [1, 2, 3, 4]. (See also Ref.[5]
for an earlier work.) But there is no complete and consistent understanding about the statistical
origin of the black hole entropy so far. Each approach assumes a specic model in a certain
regime but the universal mechanism which can be applied to any kinds of black holes has
been unclear until the seminal work of Carlip [6]. According to Carlip, the symmetries of
the \horizon" when treated as a boundary is universal mechanism for the black hole entropy
which generalizes the Strominger’s approach [4] for computing the statistical entropy of the
BTZ black hole [7] from the classical Virasoro algebra at the \asymptotic" boundary [9]. By
looking at the surface deformations [8, 9, 10] of the \r− t" plane that leaves the horizon xed,
he has shown that symmetry algebra contains the classical Virasoro algebra independent of the
spatial dimensions when the appropriate boundary conditions are chosen. With the aid of the
Cardy’s formula for the asymptotic states the BH entropy was derived as the leading term.
The relevance of the r − t plane at the horizon to the black hole entropy which resembles to
the Euclidean gravity formulation in the radial slicing [11] was key observation: This made it
possible to elevate the Strominger’s idea to arbitrary black holes in higher dimensions which
does not require any microscopic models for the quantum states.
There are two big dierences between the Carlip’s approach and the Strominger’s one except
the dimensionality. The rst is that the Carlip’s Virasoro algebra is computed at the horizon
contrast to Strominger’s one which is computed at the innite boundary where there is no
horizon; Carlip’s approach can encode the details of the metric at the horizon contrast to
Strominger’s one. The second is that only \one" copy of the Virasoro algebra which lives at the
horizon is involved contrast to the \two" copy of the Virasoro algebra which lives at the innite
boundary. Similar result was subsequently derived in other frameworks of the dimensionally
reduced gravity action and the covariant phase space method also [12, 13].
Unfortunately it has been known that Carlip’s formulation is not complete [14, 15] and
there has been no complete resolution so far as far as I know though his idea has received wide
interests. This paper address a resolution of the problem. This provides a concrete realization
of Carlip’s idea from the rst principles.
In section 2, a new canonical Hamiltonian which satises the usual variational principle even
with the boundary is derived from action principle for the Einstein gravity in any dimension.
The full (bulk+boundary) dieomorphism generator is derived immediately from known theo-
rem in gravity theory. The Carlip’s Hamiltonian and Diff generator are also derived from the
action principle with a dierent choice of boundary action term, but the variational principle
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is not as simple as the new one.
In section 3, the general black hole metric in any dimension is introduced with suitable
metric fall-o conditions at the horizon. The fall-o-preserving conditions are derived for the
Diff symmetry which constrains the sub-leading terms as well as the leading for the metric
and Diff parameters.
In section 4, the grand canonical ensemble, in which the horizon temperature and angular
velocity as well as the horizon itself are xed is introduced. As an immediate consequence
of the ensemble and the fall-o condition, the new Hamiltonian satises the usual variational
principles quite well at the black hole horizon which is dierentiable in the usual terminology.
But Carlip’s Hamiltonian needs more unusual variational principle which is not dierentiable.
In section 5, other consequences of the grand canonical ensemble to the Diff at the hori-
zon are investigated. First, the new Diff generator satises all conditions for (dierentiable)
variational principle. Second, the Carlip’s two main assumptions are derived which lead to get
the Virasoro-like algebra from the surface deformation algebra at horizon: From the condition
of xed horizon and its temperature, I derive the equation which expresses the radial Diff
parameter r in terms of the (time or angular) derivatives of temporal or angular Diff param-
eter t; ; from the condition of xed horizon angular velocity, I derive the equation of zero
angular surface deformation ^ = 0 which reduce the deformation algebra to \r-t" plane on
the surface deformation space. Now, with the help of explicit spacetime dependence which is
inspired by the null surface at the horizon as well as the derived Carlip’s two equations, I show
that the surface deformation algebra become the Virasoro algebra with classical central exten-
sion. In deriving this result, I nd from long computation that a peculiar situation that first
taking limit to go to the horizon and second compute variation does not commute with the order
reversed process by the amount of the Hamiltonian constraint. This leads me to conjecture that
the noncommutativity of the two limiting process is proportional to the Hamiltonian and
momentum constraints
for consistency. By restricting one independent rotation, I obtain the usual momentum
space Virasoro algebra with the conformal weights which are proportional to the horizon area
A.
In section 6, the non-rotating black hole is analyzed with slight modications of the formulas
for rotating black hole. The main dierence is the appearance of additional factor \1/2" in the
formula compared to the rotating horizon. There is no natural connection between the temporal
derivative and angular derivative. But one can still introduce arbitrary velocity parameter,
which is not related horizon’s rotation, to obtain the Virasoro algebra. The conformal weights
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has additional factor \2" compared to the rotating case.
In section 7, the canonical quantization of the Virasoro algebra is considered. I nd that
the existence of the classical Virasoro algebra is crucial to obtain the operator Virasoro algebra
which produce the right conformal weights  A=hG for the semiclassical black hole entropy.
Quantum corrections of operator ordering have negligible contribution O(1) to the large semi-
classical BH entropy. In order to obtain the correct numerical factor 1=4, the minimum of
Virasoro generator L˜0 eigenvalue is assumed dierently for the rotating and non-rotating black
holes: For rotating one, it is assumed L˜0min = − 3A32G T which has dependence on =T with
inverse temperature  and temporal-period T . For non-rotating one, ; T independent ground
state L˜0min = 0 can be assumed. The arbitrary =T dependences of the central charge c and L˜0
are exactly cancel each other through the effective one ceff and L˜0eff such as the nal entropy
has no the =T dependence. A model for the non-rotating black hole is proposed to accommo-
date the rotating black hole and non-rotating black hole which behaves quite dierently.
In section 8, several applications are considered and it is found that almost all known
solutions have the universal statistical entropy formula which is the same as the BH entropy
. The theory is extended to include the cosmological constant term and it is found that BTZ
solution and rotating de-Sitter space has the universal BH entropy also. This computation
is contrast to the recent computations at the spatial innity where there is no horizon and
hence may not be relevant to the existence of the black hole. Especially for the rotating de-
Sitter solution in n=3, no complex number appears at any intermediate step contrast to the
computation at the spatial innity which is hided inside the horizon.
I conclude with remarks on several remaining questions which are under studying.
I shall adopt unit in which c = 1.
2 Variational principle and surface deformation for bounded space-
time: General treatment
a Variational principle for bounded spacetimes in general
Let me start with the space-time split of the Einstein-Hilbert action on a n−dimensional
manifold M, accompanied by the extrinsic curvature terms on the boundary @M [16, 17]
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Here, @M = tf [ ti [ B, and tf ; ti are the spacelike boundary at the nal , initial times
and the boundary B is the intersection of an arbitrary timelike boundary with the time slice
t.
3 N; Na (a = 1; 2;    ; n−1) are the lapse, shift functions respectively and hab is the induced
metric4 on t, and h is its determinant. R
ab; Kab are the intrinsic and extrinsic curvature tensors
of the hypersurface t and R = habR
ab; K = habK
ab are their curvature scalars respectively.
ab =
p
h(Kab − Khab) is the canonical momentum conjugate to hab. na is the unit normal
(habn
anb = 1) to the boundary B on a constant time slice t and ab = hab − nanb;  are the
induced metric on the boundary B and its determinant. Then the rst and second boundary
terms of S@M cancels the rst and second total derivatives terms of SEH which are proportional
to K. The rst order total derivative action S is closely related to the so-called \gamma-
gamma" action which eliminates all second derivatives of g ( = 0; 1;    ; n) [19] but the
advantage of my action S is that this can be written in a manifestly covariant form and moreover
the first time derivatives of N; Na are removed from the start.













where  is the pull-back of
 = r(γ r) (n−1) rrrr (n−1) + P γ (n−1) (2.5)
on @M[20]. Here, the unit normal vector r of @M is normalized as grr = 1 (upper
sign for a timelike boundary and lower sign for a spacelike boundary) and the induced volume
element and the metric on @M are given by
(n−1)12n−1 = r (n)12n−1 ; (2.6)
γ = rr + g : (2.7)
P  = ( − γ) is the canonical momentum conjugate to γ with extrinsic curvature
 = −γrr . When the induced metric γ and the unit normal r are xed on @M, the
equation of motion for g is the usual Einstein equation G = 0 even at the boundary as well
as in the bulk. Since there is no physical evidence of modication of the Einstein equation
3Here, I assume that the spacelike hypersurface Σt intersect orthogonally the timelike boundary B for each
t. See Hawking and Hunter’s paper [18] for the generalization to non-orthogonal intersection.
4Space indices are raised and lowered by hab; hab.
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at the boundary, I keep this philosophy as a guiding principle for the treatment of bounded
system. On the other hand, the boundary condition, which species what quantities are xed
at the boundary, changes as the boundary term S@M changes. But it will be shown that my
choice of S@M is a right one which is relevant to the black hole horizon when the horizon is
treated as a boundary. However, in this case I don’t require xed induced metric and unit
normal at the horizon but rather some appropriate fall-o conditions. I am going to treat this
problem within the Hamiltonian formulation which is t to my purpose well; in general, the
required boundary condition in the action formulation is dierent from that of the Hamiltonian
formulation.
The canonical Hamiltonian becomes5 [21, 6]
H [N; Na] =
∫














 H[N; Na] + HB[N; Na]; (2.8)
where H[N; Na] and HB[N; Na] are the bulk and boundary terms on ; B, respectively and I
have neglected the usual boundary terms over tf ;ti which are irrelevant in my result. Ht;Ha













Ha = −2Daab; (2.10)
where Da denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the spatial metric hab. The variation
with respect to hab; n
a; N; Na becomes
H [N; Na] = H[N; Na] + HB[N; Na]






























































5This Hamiltonian form was first given by Brown, Martinez and York [21] within the context of thermody-
namic partition function. But the physical content is different because of different boundary conditions. See
also [22] for this matter.
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where I have chosen a coordinate system of na = (nr; 0;    ; 0)6.
The bulk terms are the usual variation terms for ab; hab which produce the bulk equations
[16],








+ DaNb + DbNa; (2.14)


































as well as the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints
Ht  0; (2.16)
Ha  0: (2.17)
Equations (2.14)-(2.17)are equivalent to the Einstein equation G = 0; notice that the Hamil-
tonian and momentum constraints have not been used in deriving the equations of motion
(2.14), (2.15) and therefore, (2.14), (2.15) are independent of (2.16), (2.17).( See Ref.[16] for
comparison.)
The additional variations at the boundary could aect the bulk equation of motions on the
boundary in general. Let me rst consider the rst term in the boundary terms of (2.11). By













So, this term would produce additional term to the bulk equation of motion by





unless the quantity in the bracket ( ) vanishes on the boundary B. Here rB is the radius of the
boundary B. Similarly the last boundary term in (2.11) produces additional contribution
Hajboundary = 1
8G
(r − rB)ra (2.21)
6Greek letters from the beginning of the alphabet are the boundary indices which do not include radial
coordinate r whence Greek letters from the middle of the alphabet are spacetime indices. [6]
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to the momentum constraints Ha unless ra vanishes on B. Contrast to these two contributions
which are proportional to (r − rB), the second and third terms produce highly singular term
@r(r − rB) which produces divergence of \(0)" even when I compute the commutation rela-
tions between the integrated quantities fH [N; Na]; H [N 0; N 0a]g which should be related to the
measurable things. In order to avoid this problem, I need to assume the boundary conditions
which restrict the radial derivatives of the variations N;  on the boundary B such that
p
nr@rN jB = 0; (2.22)
N
p
nrDr jB = 0 (2.23)
but N;  can vary arbitrary otherwise. I may also think, instead, N jB = 0;  jB = 0 but
this could be too strong condition depending on the property of B. Hence I keep (2.22), (2.23)
for a general treatment.
Now, in summary about the contributions of the boundary terms in (2.11), there are two
possible contributions (2.20) and (2.21) to the corresponding bulk ones from the rst and last
terms in (2.11). The two badly behaving terms are removed by restricting @rN; @r such as
(2.22), (2.23) are satised. [It may be theoretically interesting problem to formulate a consistent
Hamiltonian formulation with these boundary contributions in the equations of motion [23],
but I do not consider this possibilities in this paper since there is no evidence of the correction
of Einstein equation at the horizon as far as I know.] In other words, the Hamiltonian (2.8)
produces the Einstein equation on the boundary B \as well as " in the bulk 7 when (2.16),
(2.17) is satised on B (gab is xed on the innite boundary tf ;ti as usual such that there is
no contributions from tf ;ti).
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For completeness, let me consider another interesting type of boundary C where there is no
spatial boundary terms in S@M, which may cancel the corresponding K-dependent terms in the
total derivative term of (2.2). Then the contribution of this boundary to  in (2.4) becomes
jC =  2
n− 2γP
 + (1 2
n− 2)P
γ +r(γr) (n−1) rrrr (n−1) (2.24)
This, in general, contains P  terms as well as γ ; r
 terms. Hence, for this type of boundary
C, I must x P  as well as γ ; r on it which may in turn over-specify the boundary degrees
of freedom9 Now, let me consider the timelike boundary C instead of boundary B as well as the
7This has been called “differentiability” in the literatures.
8If one keep the metric on B fixed, the Hamiltonian has ‘Nk’ term where k is the trace of the extrinsic
curvature of B as embedded in Σ [24, 25]. But the conformal field theory of this system, which is visualized by
the Virasoro algebra is not clear.
9There is one interesting exception though [17]: In the case of n = 4 the timelike boundary (i.e., lower sign)
γµν term disappear and so only by fixing Pµν and rµ on C one can extremize the action without boundary
terms.
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spacelike boundaries tf ;ti , i.e.,






Then, the canonical Hamiltonian becomes
























 H[N; Na] + HC[N; Na];
where H and HC are the bulk and boundary term in  and C, respectively and by neglecting
the usual boundary terms over tf ;ti . The rst  term is the only dierence from (2.8): Actually,
this is the same form which has been considered by Carlip by expressing the rst term in terms
of K = 
(2−n)ph [6]. The variation becomes
10
H 0[N; Na] = H 0[N; Na] + H
0
C[N; Na]






































































































H 0[N; Na] = H[N; Na]: (2.29)
[na = (nr; 0;    ; 0)]11 Here, I have assumed the boundary conditions (2.22), (2.23) also in order
to remove the problematic terms which persist also on C as in the second and third boundary


















=h = −(1=2)√=h nanbhab.
11The last term for hra of (2.27) is generated from nrNr = nr(hraNa).
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one gets the boundary contribution to the bulk equation of motion












By using the relation (2.18) and collecting all terms for hab, one gets its boundary contribution
as













































to the momentum constraints Ha. In order to achieve the extremality under the variation











The generators may be obtained directly from the usual Noether procedure [26, 27, 28, 29].
But there is well-known theorem which identies the generators from the Hamiltonian [10]: If
H [N; Na] is the canonical Hamiltonian of the gravity theory with the lapse and shift functions
N; Na, which does not have boundary term in the variation H [N; Na], the Diff generator
L[^] of
hab = fhab; L[^]g;

ab = fab; L[^]g (2.35)
is given by substituting N; Na in the Hamiltonian H [N; Na] with the so-called surface deforma-
tion parameters [8, 9, 10]
^t = N




L[^] = H [N; Na](N;Na)!(^t;^a): (2.37)
The Diff of gt is instead given by the basic formula (2.34) essentially due to the absence of



































for the boundary C if I assume that the boundary conditions, which make H [N; Na] extremize
without boundary terms, are preserved in the Diff 12. In other words, these generators produce
the usual Diff even at the boundary as well as the bulk: The unusual boundary Diff from
the bulk part in (2.38) is canceled by the boundary generator J [^]. Another, which is crucial to
my analysis of black hole entropy, interesting eect of J [^] is that it may produce the \classical"
central extension in the symmetry algebra in general.[30, 9].
Since I am interested in the symmetry algebra of H [^] on the physical subspace where
the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints (2.16), (2.17) are imposed, I must compute the
Dirac bracket in general [28]. The Dirac bracket algebra would show some interesting eects of
the boundary but this is very complicated in my case. Rather, in this paper, I will use the an
effective method which gives the Dirac bracket of H [^] themselves without tedious computation
[30, 9]13
fH [^]; H [^]g  fJ [^]; J [^]g
= J [^]: (2.41)
Here, I used the denition of the Dirac bracket
fA; H [^jbulkg = 0 (2.42)
12Of course, this theorem will be modified if I allow the boundary terms of variation.
13This can be equivalently written as fJ [ˆ; J [ˆ]g = (ηJ [ˆ]− ξJ [ˆ])=2 in order that the antisymmetry under
 $  is manifest. This can be realized through the explicit form of the Dirac bracket also.
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for any dynamical variables A and bulk constraint part H [^]jbulk  0: In the Dirac bracket the
constraint can be strongly implemented.14 Here, the Dirac bracket on the right hand side has
the form
fJ [^]; J [^]g = J [f^; ^gSD] + K[^; ^] (2.43)
in general, where K[^; ^] is a possible central term and f^; ^gSD is the Lie bracket for the
algebra of surface deformations given by [8, 9, 10]
f^; ^gtSD = ^a@a^t − ^a@a^t;
f^; ^gaSD = ^b@b^a − ^b@b^a + gab(^t@b^t − ^t@b^t) (2.44)
3 Fall-off conditions at the horizon
Now, let me consider the general black-hole-like metric in n spacetime dimensions [31] with
the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t; r; x)
ds2 = −N2dt2 + f 2(dr + N rdt)2 + (dx + Ndt)(dx + Ndt); (3.1)
where the lapse function N vanishes at the horizon and behaves as follows near the \outmost"
horizon r = r+
N2 = h(x)(r − r+) + O(r − r+)2; (3.2)
2

= na@aN jr+ ; (3.3)
where  is the inverse Hawking temperature which is constant on the horizon r+
15 and na is
the unit normal to the horizon boundary r = r+ on a constant time slice t.




N−1 + O(1); (3.4)
N r = O(N2); (3.5)
 = O(1); (3.6)
14There are two possible realization of the bracket. The first case is that the constraint H [ˆ]jbulk  0 is
the first class constraint and hence the corresponding gauge fixing conditions [ˆ] are introduced such that
H [ˆ]; [ˆ] form the second class constraint system. The second case is that H [ˆ]jbulk  0 become the second
class constraint because of the boundary as in the Chern-Simons theory for the bounded space-times[28]. These
will depend on the boundary conditions what one chooses.




hrrDrNDrN at r+. Moreover, h depends
on the details of the horizon structure, but the final result is independent on h which shows the universality of
the final result on the entropy
12
N = O(1); (3.7)
DN + DN = O(N); (3.8)
(@t −N r@r)g = O(N)g : (3.9)
(3.5) and (3.9) are the perturbations of the stationary black hole of N r = 0; I shall keep N r
this and next section for generality; but N r = 0 shall be considered at some points in the
computation of the Virasoro algebra of section 5 to consider the stationary horizon. (3.8) is the
condition of constant angular velocity Ω = −N16 at the horizon r+: Let ua is a unit tangent
vector (uar




bua. However by comparing (3.6), (3.7) one can see
that (3.8) gives a non-trivial restriction if one consider D  @  O(1). To make it more
explicit, let me consider a decomposition
N = f + K; (3.10)
where
f = O(1);
Df + Df = 0 (3.11)
and K vanishes at the horizon r+. Then, it is easy to see
DN + DN = γ@K
γ + γ@K
γ −Kγ@γ −N2Nr@r (3.12)
satises (3.8) if
@r  O(N−1); (3.13)
K  O(N): (3.14)
are satised. [Note that @rN = 2f
−1.] 17 Therefore, I require the form (3.10) with conditions
(3.13), (3.14) for consistency with (3.4)- (3.9). These are basic set-up of the fall-o conditions
at the horizon r+.
As another requirement of the consistency, the Diff symmetry (2.34) should not accidently
violate these fall-o conditions. The suitable conditions for this requirement are
t  O(1); (3.15)
16In higher dimensional spacetime (n > 4), more than one independent rotation is possible [31].
17There is another possibility of @rαβ  O(N−2) such that Dαfβ+Dβfα−N2Nr@rαβ = 0 is satisfied instead




t  O(N−2); (3.16)
  O(1); (3.17)
@r ^
  O(1); (3.18)
@rN
  O(1); (3.19)
@r  O(N−2); (3.20)
r  O(N2): (3.21)
(See the Appendix A for details.)18 This shows that the fall-o-condition-preserving Diff
requires the suitable behaviors of the sub-leading terms of Diff parameters from (3.16), (3.18)
as well as the behavior of the leading terms (3.15), (3.17), (3.21). Moreover, it depends also
the behavior of the sub-leading term of the metric from (3.19), (3.20). (Note that condition
(3.20) weaker than (3.13). ) Then, it is straightforward to compute that
Krr = O(N
−3); (3.22)
Kr = O(1); (3.23)
K = O(1); (3.24)
K = O(N−1) (3.25)
and
r
r = O(N−1); (3.26)

r = O(N); r
 = O(N−1); (3.27)

 = O(N−2); (3.28)
 = O(N−2): (3.29)
(See the Appendix B for the details.) Note that there is no inequality contrast to the fall-o
preserving conditions (3.13)-(3.21).
4 Grand canonical ensemble and variational principle at the black
hole horizon
I have considered the variational principle for the bounded spacetimes in general in section
2 and 3. Now, let me consider the variational principle at the black hole horizon r+ when the
horizon is treated as a boundary with the fall-o boundary conditions as described in the last
18Notice that hat of ˆα in (3.18) is not mistyping. In the unhatted expression, it becomes @rα = −Nα@rt +
O(1) which is important when I prove the condition (2.23) in Diff (5.1).
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section. But, for discussing the statistical mechanical property of a black hole, I rst of all
specify the type of ensemble. For this purpose, I take the grand canonical ensemble, in which
the horizon r+ and its temperature and angular velocity are fized [21]. Full elaboration on the
impact of this ensmble will be given in the next section, but here I only mention a direct impact
to the variational principle: When the horizon r+ is treated as the boundary B, the boundary
condition (2.22) is automatic since
Nr+ = 0 (4.1)
in order that the boundary remains at the horizon r = r+ which is the solution of N + N = 0
and also in order that the temperature  which is the coecient of N +N is unchanged. How-
ever, the condition (2.23) is not automatic and I must impose this for consistency. Now then,
one can see that, using the fall-o conditions (3.22), (3.23), the only non-vanishing contribution
to Ha (2.21) from the last boundary term of (2.11) is
Hrjboundary = 1
8G
(r − r+)rr: (4.2)
But this is not harmful because its contribution to bulk Hamiltonian H∫

dn−1x N rHr  O(N)jr=r+ (4.3)
vanishes. On the other hand, the boundary contributions (2.20) vanishes also since






and all other components in (2.20) vanish trivially from my choice of coordinates and metric
(3.1). Hence, the new Hamiltonian (2.8) admits the variational principle even at the black
hole horizon such that the usual bulk equations of motions (2.14), (2.15) can be applied to the
horizon as well as the outside the horizon.














These all are the results of my choice of @r  O(N−1) in (3.13 ).
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Now, for comparison let me consider another boundary C as the black hole horizon. First,
















where the rst term ( O(N−2)) dominates the second term ( O(N−1)). Moreover, in this
case, the contribution to bulk Hamiltonian H∫

dn−2x N rH0r  O(1)jr=r+ (4.8)
can not be neglected contrast to (4.2).
Second, I note that all components of (2.32) are not negligible, i.e.,















where I have dropped the terms which vanish at the horizon.
Finally, the contribution (2.31) does not vanish either [14], i.e.,







though all other components vanish. Hence, the boundary C does not provide a variation
principle as simple as the boundary B. Moreover, I note that these problematic boundary








(2− n)ph   O(1) (4.12)
in addition to (4.6) in the reduction of (2.26) to the horizon.
5 Diffeomorphism and Virasoro algebra at the horizon
In section 2.b, the general Diff generators and symmetry algebra has been considered for
the arbitray boundary. But, now let me study them at the horizon: With more specic, the
16
Diff symmetry algebra (2.43) for the Diff (3.15)-(3.21) which preserves the fall-o conditions
(3.4)-(3.9), (3.13) at the horizon . But, to this end, I need more detailed knowledge on the
Diff in the grand canonical ensemble for the black hole.
a Diff at the horizon: boundary conditions










: For the rst term in the rst line on the right hand side, I used the condition (3.13); for the
second term I used its explicit solution for 
(x
) = O0(1) + O(N) (5.2)
which implying
(x
)  O0(1) + O(N);
@r(x
)  O(N−1) (5.3)
with no r-dependence on O0(1). (For explicit computation, see Appendix C.)
Moreover the general requirement (4.1) of xed horizon and temperature for the grand
canonical ensemble in the variational principle at the black hole horizon should be applied to
Diff transformation also. Now let me elaborate in some details what this implies further to







(tN r + r) + 2N2(@t −Na@a)t + @N2 + O(N3) (5.4)
 O(N2):





@rN jr+ = (4fN)−1@rN2jr+ unless the condition (4.1) is satised for the Diff transfor-
mation also
N
2jr+ = 0: (5.5)
19Notice that the other term ξnr@rN should be dropped since this gives the temperature at the lifted position
r+(nr + ξnr) not the horizon r+nr.
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In other words, the grand canonical ensemble is satised if
r = −N
2f














which allows to express r in terms of t and .20 Hence, another boundary condition (2.22)
is automatic in the grand canonical ensemble.
Now then, the Diff generator (2.38), (2.39) for the boundary B as the horizon is well-
dened without the additional contribution from boundary when (5.6) is satised as well as
all other conditions for the metric and  since the boundary conditions (2.22) and (2.23) are
satised. This implies , according to Noether theorem [27, 28, 29], that the Diff symmetry is
not broken even with boundary if I restrict to the case of (5.6) ; but as was already clear in the
variational principle, the Diff generator for the boundary C has drawbacks of the additional
boundary contribution [14].21




n−1x ^H are encoded into the boundary (horizon r+) part J [^] when it is treated on
the physical subspace of H  0; this is another aspect of the ’t Hooft holography principle at
the black hole [34].
b Diff at the horizon: No angular surface deformation
So far, I have used the condition of fixed temperature for grand canonical ensemble. Now, let
me consider the condition of fixed angular velocity22 which is a chemical potential in the black
hole system. Since Ω  N, I must compute N to consider the grand canonical ensemble.
On the other hand, since
gt = N
 ; (5.7)
I can compute N
 (see Appendix D for details) from
N
 = gt − N (5.8)
20Notice that here, there is no perturbation on the black hole radius r+ since ξN2 = O(N2)  (r − r+);
this can be more directly seen from ξxrjr+ = −rjr+ = 0 from (2.34), (3.21). But this does not imply the









 = O(1) according to solution (5.2).
21There is a special choice of the slicing, called maximal slicing [32, 33, 30],  = 0, i.e., αβ = 0 (see Appendix
B; but rr = O(N−1) needs not be zero) in which the Hamiltonian H 0[N; Na] is well defined, i.e., without the
boundary contributions (4.8)-(4.12), when the coordinate system Nr = 0 is considered. But, even in this





nrr hrr  O(1). [14]
22This condition should be didtingushed from the condition (3.8): The former is a condition about the






 −N@ ^ + @N + tN@N + O(N): (5.9)
Then, from the condition of xed Ω  N, i.e., Njr+ = 0 one nds23 24 that
^ = 0 (5.10)




 = 0 (5.11)
due to the rotational symmetry (@^g = 0) for the ^-axes with rotation [N
^ 6= 0, N  = 0




 = 0 (5.12)
by the equations
^ = −N ^t 6= 0;
  = −N t = 0 (5.13)
from (5.10). Therefore, the condition of xed of angular velocity Ω  N of the grand
canonical ensemble is satised when I restrict the surface deformations space of ^ (2.36) to the
\r-t" plane; of course, this does not mean the \r-t" plane in the space of space-time Diff .
Furthermore the result shows that the solution is unique in the grand canonical ensemble25.
Note also that Eq. (5.10) is invariant under another Diff ,
 ^
 = N
t = 0: (5.14)
Now, together with the Eq.(5.6), the Eq. (5.10) has been xed from the conditions of
grand canonical ensemble on the black hole; these were the two main assumptions in Carlip’s
work. Then, is this the end of story of the grand canonical ensemble ? To answer this, let
me elaborate what the condition (5.10) further implies. From the denition (2.34), (5.10),
 = −Nt implies
x
 = −Nt (5.15)
23This result implies that (3.18) is more restricted as @r ˆα = 0. But one may also consider a weaker from
ˆα = O(N2) in conformity with (3.18) such that ξNα = O(N2). But there is no difference in the final result.
24But, notice that the each term in the right hand side of (5.8) does not vanish separately ξgtα =
−Nβ@αNβt + O(N); Nβξgαβ = −Nβ@αNβt + O(N) [using (5.10) as well as (5.11) (5.13) ], which are
O(1), but only their difference (5.8) does.
25The question of angular Diff with ˆα 6= 0 has been raised by Carlip in his talk [6]. I can rule out this in










with Ω^ = −N ^. This does not show any denite information about arbitrary space-time
variations. But, let me introduce one assumption about t inspired by these equation (5.15)
and (5.16) that
\t lives at rest on the horizon".

















where t−(1−fN−1N r)r=constant is an radial, outgoing null geodesic for a generic Kerr black
hole with the Regge-Wheeler tortoise coordinate
r = (=4)ln(r − r+) + O(r − r+) (5.18)
near the horizon r+; an appropriate integration constant is chosen such that dr=dr = N=f
is satised. The angular dependence on x^ reflects the assumption that t is \at rest" on the
horizon which is rotating with velocity Ω^; however, notice that x^ dependence in t is arbitrary
in general. Now then, one can deduce that [note 1− f
N
N r = O(1); @^(1− fN N r) = 0]
@r











t; (no sum) (5.20)
which make it possible to express all derivatives in terms of one dimensional derivatives. Here,
notice that (5.20) shows that  respects the symmetry (5.15) exactly. Moreover, notice also
that (5.19) is consistent with the boundary condition (3.16). One can also show that another
non-vanishing Diff parameter  satises the same equation as (5.19), (5.20):
@r











; (no sum) (5.21)
by using (3.9), (3.18), (3.19) and axial symmetry for ^ axes.





α^; xα) may considered by relaxing the
assumption “t lives at rest on the horizon”. But one can show that taking different ; ; T= corresponds to
taking different ground state. See also footnote 31.
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c Virasoro algebra at the stationary horizon
So far my computation was valid for any Nr = O(1). But, now let me restricts the time slice
with Nr = 0 such that the \stationary" black holes are considered. Then, the Diff of J [^]
































Let me compute term by term.
Second term: The second term vanishes from 2 ^
t = (2N)
t = 0 as a result of grand
canonical ensemble, N jr+ = 027.



















and this vanishes since all terms inside the bracket vanish: The rst term vanishes from (5.10);
the second term vanishes from the axial symmetry @^N
^ = 0 for the rotating ^-axes [note
@N
 = 0]; the nal term vanishes also
^@^
p
 =  @
p
 = 0 (5.24)
from (5.13) and the rotational symmetry.












The rst term in the bracket becomes, by noting gtr = N
r=N2; N












where I have used the fact of N
2 = 0 (5.5) , gtr = O(1) (A.8), and (3.26). (Here, I have












27This is valid even with a weaker condition: With ξN = O(N1+)( > 0) this term vanishes as O(N ).
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from (3.16), one can easily see that the rst bracket term contributes O(N) to (5.25) and hence
vanishes at the horizon r+. The second bracket term vanishes due to (5.14).
28 Therefore, the
fourth term (5.25) vanishes.
Fifth term: This term needs a tedious computation of (15) by substituting (N; N) with
(^t; ^a) from (34). But the nal result is very simple (the derivation are sketched in Appendix


































is Hamiltonian constraint evaluated near the horizon r+. This result shows a very peculiar situ-
ation since Diff of 
r




horizon, but rather more enhance as 
r
r = O(N
−2) such that the left hand side of (5.28) is
O(1) which does not vanish in general. Notice that this is sharply contrast to the process of first





rrr = O(N) = 0
in J [^] and secondly computing the functional differentiation 0 = 0; these two process do not
\commute" in general29. However, the result (5.28) shows an interesting situation that the
survival terms are nothing but the constraints of the system. Hence, the problematic situation
of non-commutativity of the the two previous limiting processes to compute the variation and
hence Poisson bracket is avoided by the genuine constraints of the system. This implies that
there is no the non-commutativity problem automatically when one consider the Dirac bracket
in which the constraint can be implemented consistently through variation. Moreover, since the
usual Regge-Teitelboim approach [30], which nd an appropriate J [^] such that J [^] cancels
the boundary part of the variation of bulk symmetry generator Hbulk[^], use the rst limiting
second variating process, the Regge-Teitelboim approach might not be always true. The only
way around is that the difference of the two processes is proportional to the constraint as in my
case. But since there is no other fundamental constraints than the Hamiltonian and momentum
constraints in my black hole system I am led to a conjecture:
Non-commutativity of taking limit to go to the horizon and computing variation is propor-
tional to the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints ;




29This has been first pointed out by Carlip in the interpretation of a result of Ho ( (4.11) [14, 15] in this
paper) .
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I can not generally prove this conjecture but this should be the case for consistency of
functional dierentiation; furthermore, it seems that this conjecture may be extended to any
gauge theories which has the Gauss’s law constraints as the fundamental constraint and the the
boundary may be some appropriate boundary where the variational principles are well-dened
[28]
First term: The rst term in (5.22) is the main term. From (18), one has
n
r = − 1
2f 2
nrgrr: (5.30)









= −2f 2(@t −N ^@^)t + f
2

(@t −N ^@^)@tt + O(N−1); (5.31)
where I have used r = −(N=2f)(@t − N@)t (5.6), @tt = −N ^@^t (5.20) with N r = 0,
condition (3.19), and rotational symmetry N@N
2 = 0 from the third to fourth line. Now






























































Here, I have taken a safe integration by parts for ^ ( part dose not contribute) coordinate due
to rotational symmetry @^N = @^N
^ = 0.












































tHt + O(N): (5.33)
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On the other hand, notice that







































2 − (1 $ 2)
]
+ O(N): (5.34)
Here, I have used the fact of
f^1; ^2gtSD = ^1
r
@r ^2





2 − (1 $ 2);







t − (1 $ 2)
= O(N2);







t − (1 $ 2)
= O(N2);
f^1; ^2gaSDra = f^1; ^2grSDrr + f^1; ^2gSDr
= O(N) (5.35)
in the case of N r = 0; ^ = 0 and from (5.6), (5.19), (5.20). Then, (5.33) can be written as
follows:






dn−2x Nf−1f^1; ^2gtSDHt + O(N); (5.36)
where








































From the relation (2.41), one further has a Virasoro type algebra
fJ [^2]; J [^1]g = 2J [^1]






dn−2x Nf−1f^1; ^2gtSDHt (5.38)
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with a central term K[f^1; ^2gSD]. Notice that, the Virasoro algebra is generalized to the higher
dimensions depending on the independent rotations [31]: For uncharged black holes, the number
of independent rotations are given by [(n − 1)=2] which is the number of Casimir invariants
of SO(n − 1) rotation group. ([(n − 1)=2] denotes the integer part of (n − 1)=2.) Moreover,
since the relation (2.41) is valid within the Dirac bracket where the constraints are imposed
consistently, the last constraint term in (5.38) has no eect to the central term K[f^1; ^2gaSD].
Now, in order to get the more familiar momentum space Virasoro algebra, I adopt the














The normalization of (5.39) is chosen such that one can get the standard factor i(m− n)Lm+n
in the Virasoro algebra below [this is the same as the requirement of f^m; ^ngtSD = i(n −
m)^m+n]. Contrast to the lower dimension case (n < 3), the 4 and higher dimensional n has
x dependence in general in which the momentum space representation is dierent from the
usual one; in this case the central term is expressed as an integral not just number. But, in my
practical purpose, I consider the case where n has no other coordinates dependence. Then,
one obtains the familiar classical Virasoro algebra in momentum space

















and A is the area of the horizon r+. The standard from of the central term is also obtained by
the constant shift on L0
















fL˜m; L˜ng = i(m− n)L˜m+n + i c
12
m(m2 − 1)m;−n (5.44)
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Notice the sign change of the second term in (5.43) from this shift30.
6 Virasoro algebra for non-rotating black hole
So far, I have considered the Virasoro algebra for the surface deformation algebra on the
black hole horizon when there is at least one non-zero rotation, i.e., Kerr black hole. But non-
rotating (N = 0) black hole, which has now a spherical symmetry, can be analyzed similarly
with some modications in the formulas.











Second dierence is that the condition of xed angular velocity N
jr+ = 0 in the grand
canonical ensemble produces
 = (r; x) (non-rotating); (6.2)
 = −Nt (rotating)
from (D.4); even without rotation, the angular Diff does not vanish contrast to a non-rotating
limit of rotating horizon; but now, there is no connection of  and t. However, the basic fall-o
conditions (3.4)-(3.9) and their preserving conditions (3.13)-(3.21) are the same as the rotating
horizon; only except that some of the conditions for non-rotating case is milder than the rotating
case but in this case also, the non-rotating case can be also obtained by the non-rotating limit
of the rotating case;
@r
  O(1) (non-rotating); (6.3)
@r
 + N@r
t  O(1) (rotating)
is one example.
30Connection to the computations in other contexts [12, 13] needs to be clarified.
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Now, then the remaining analysis on the Virasoro algebra is straightforward and it is easily



































2 − 2@tt1@tt2 − 2@t@tt1t2
]
;(6.4)
f^1; ^2gSD = 1
2
 [−2N@tt1t2 − (1 $ 2)]:
The overall factor 1
2
is the result of the same factor in (6.1). But, due to the absence of the
relation (5.20), this is not truly the Virasoro algebra because of the derivative @t can not be
integrated by part and so the manifest 1 $ 2 antisymmetry is not attained contrast to the
generic denition (2.41). Hence, in order that J [^] is the symmetry generator as (2.41), I am
required to connect @t
t with @^




But now, the speed v^, which is arbitrary, has no connection to the horizon’s rotation. Now,
then the last two terms cancels from the integration by part and the central term (6.4) becomes
the same as (5.37) with dierence of the over-all factor 1
2














































Then, for Diff t which lives at the horizon
t = t
(





the momentum space Virasoro algebra has the standard form (5.44) with












31On the other hand, with no angular dependence, the orthogonality disappear, and the whole algebra contains
the time-dependent factor e2pii(m+n)(t−r∗)/T as well as other unwanted terms proportional to (m2−n2); This is
same situation as the 2D gravity [35].
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The change of factor 1
2
in (6.4) to 2 comes from the change of normalization of Fourier expansion
of t








in order to get the correct standard form factor i(m − n)L˜m+n in (5.41). Notice that further-
more, since  should be periodic for 2 rotation, v’ behaves as 2
T
.
7 Canonical quantization and black hole entropy
Now, the computation of the black hole entropy from the canonical quantization of the
classical Virasoro algebra is rather straightforward.
When one uses the canonical quantization rule
[Lm; Ln] = ihfL˜m; L˜ng; (7.1)
L˜m+n ! Lm+n; (7.2)
where Lm is quantum operator, the classical Dirac bracket algebra (5.44) becomes a operator
algebra
[Lm; Ln] = −h(m− n)Lm+n − hc
12
m(m2 − 1)m;−n: (7.3)
Now, by considering the transformation
Lm ! −h(: L^m : +ham;0) (7.4)
(7.3) becomes the standard operator Virasoro algebra for the normal ordered operator : L^m :
(a is some number)
[: L^m :; : L^n :] = (m− n) : L^m+n : +ctot
12
m(m2 − 1)m;−n (7.5)
with
ctot = − c
h
+ cquant: (7.6)
[See also Ref. [36] for related discussions.] Here, cquant, which is O(h), is the quantum eect
due to reordering of L^0 such that
: L^0 : jvacuumi = 0: (7.7)
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Now then, with this invariant vacuum jvacuumi and the associated Virasoro algebra of : L^m :
in the standard from, which is dened on the plane, one can use the Cardy’s formula for the












where ^ is the eigenvalue of : L^0 : and ^min is its minimum value. Then, when expressed in
terms of the classical generator L˜0 and central charge c through
L˜0 = −h(^ + ha) (7.9)

















ceff L˜0eff=6 + O(h
2) (7.10)
with
ceff = c− 24L˜0min;
L˜0eff = L˜0 − c24 : (7.11)
This result shows explicitly how the classical Virasoro generator and central charge can give




since c  A
G
; L˜0  AG ; details on the numerical factor 14 depends on L˜0min and the quantum
correction due to reordering gives negligible O(1) eect to the entropy when one consider
macroscopic ensemble of ceff L˜0eff  1.
Now, let me compute the black hole entropy explicitly. For the rotating horizon, (7.10)
produces the entropy


















Then, this gives gives the BH entropy (7.12) if one takes












Note that L˜0min has =T dependence
32 But from the fact that this values is outside of the
classical spectrum of L˜0  A16G , one can expect that the ground state of this black hole states
will be described by the other class of black holes.
On the other hand, for the non-rotating horizon, there is additional factor 2 in (6.8), (6.9)
and this produces a remarkable consequence in the entropy computation which might gives



















This gives the BH entropy (7.12) with T independent ground state








this means that for arbitrary choice of T and hence v^ the entropy is uniquely dened. Moreover,
the arbitrary T dependences in c and L˜0 exactly cancel from each other and gives T independent
correct entropy33
A model for non-rotating black hole: Now, it is found that the black holes with rotation
and without rotation behave quite dierently and there is no smooth transformation from one
32 This is more or less the same even when I consider more generalized case where t does not lives at the
horizon. See also footnote 26. The result for this case is summarized in Appendix F.
33This was claimed even in the rotating case by Carlip [6] due to the incorrectly introduced factor 2. But his
claim is exactly realized in the case of non-rotating case or in the ceff ; L˜0eff even when there is rotation. The
connection to the usual T =  relation in the path integral formulation [39, 40] needs further studies.
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to the other. Then, can I understand this fact which is contrast to the smooth transformation
from the Kerr solution to the Schwartzschild solution ? To get some hint about this, let me
consider the decomposition of the central charge and L˜0 of the non-rotating black holes as the
sum of two rotating black holes with the same horizon area as the non-rotating black holes but
with opposite angular velocity Ω; −Ω to satisfy the totally zero angular speed of non-rotating
black hole:
















. But in order that this gives the correct BH entropy of the





min = 0 (7.23)
since L˜0
Ω=0
min = 0 and L˜0min of (7.15) are the same independently on the rotation direction. In
other words, the non-rotating black holes behaves likes as the bound states of two oppositely
rotating identical black holes with the same horizon area A as the rotating black hole34; A as
well as ; T is chosen to be the same for the two rotating black holes such that an equilibrium
state is considered. Now, the question is then how to excite the rotating black hole from the
non-rotating black hole ? If one consider the oppositely rotating black holes, it seems that giv-
ing the rotation Ω, which breaks the isotropy of the space, excites only the black holes which
has the same angular velocity Ω; this looks like a wavefunction collapse by the measurement
process in the quantum mechanics. Then, can I really think the assumed two rotating black
holes states, which can not be directly observed inside the non-rotating black hole as the quan-
tum states ? I don’t know the answer yet, but anyhow this shows that the black hole requires
the physical theory which is somewhat dierent from the usual one.
8 Applications
I have shown that the statistical entropy of the rotating and non-rotating stationary (Nr =
0) black holes through the Cardy formula has universal form if the fall-o conditions and
several preserving conditions are satised; this is a sucient condition but not necessary for the
universal entropy form. So, the problem of computation of entropy is reduced to verication of
the conditions. It is found that my considerations are so general that almost all known solutions
pass the conditions. I shall adopt dierent units of G depending on the usual conventions for
the solutions in the literatures.
34The binding energy will be Ebind = − 3A16piG βT
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a Kerr and Schwartzschild black hole

















dr2 + 2d2 + r2cos2dΩn−4; (8.1)
where
2 = r2 + a2cos2;
 = r2 + a2 − 
rn−5
;




and Ωn−4 is the line element on unit n−4 sphere35[31]. The ADM mass and angular momentum
of the black hole are given by
M =
(n− 2)2(n−2)=2




respectively. The rst step to treat the conditions is to transform the metric to the standard
















dr2 + 2d2 + r2cos2dΩn−4: (8.4)
Notice that the horizon structure is dierent for 4, 5, and higher dimensions [31]: The horizon
radius which satises  = 0 are
r = M 
p
M2G2 − a2 (n = 4);
r+ =
√
2 − a2 (n = 5);
one horizonr+regardless of a (n > 6): (8.5)
The horizon depends on a by the constraints M2  a2; 2  a2 in n = 4; 5 respectively. Notice
that only in n = 4, the extremal black holes  = (r − r+)2 with M2 = a2 is possible; but this
35The sign of a in Ref.[31] is different from here because of its different choice of .
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solution is beyond my formulation; This will be discussed again in concluding remarks. But
the analysis is more or less the same only if I restrict to the solution with only one-rotation.
So I consider the n = 4 for simplicity. By comparing (8.4) with (3.1) one can easily check the
following fall-o behaviors (G = 1)




























Then, one can also check that
@rN
 = O(1);
@r = O(1) < O(N
−1);
DN = DN = 0  O(N);
DN + DN = O(N
2) < O(N) (8.8)
such that all the condition in section 3 are satised. Now, it is easy to check that the boundary
condition (5.2) or (5.3) of dierentiability is also satised
 = O
0(1) + O(N2);




@r = O(1) < O(N
−1); (8.9)
where O0(1) is independent on r. Hence, it is found that all the fall-o and its preserving
conditions and dierentiability conditions are satised in n = 4 non-extremal Kerr-solution
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such that it has the universal statistical entropy (7.10) and gives BH entropy (7.12) with
A = 4(r2+ + a







M2 − a2 : (8.10)
The higher dimensional solution has exactly the same result only if the one-rotation solution
(8.1) is concerned.
Moreover, since the Schwartzschild solution can be obtained as non-rotating limit of Kerr
solution, it is a trivial matter that the Schwartzschild also satises all the fall-o and other
related conditions (8.8)-(8.9). So, in this case also the universal entropy form can be applied.
Note that, the ground state of the non-rotating black hole is contained in the full spectrum and
obtained as M ! 0 limit which is nothing but the flat space: L˜0a=0 = (8M3T + MT8 ) ! 0. The
lower ground state for the rotating black hole may be understood qualitatively as follows: Let
me consider a black hole with tiny angular velocity, which is almost static. Then, increase the
angular speed slowly adiabatically such as no other physical properties of the black hole are
changed. But in order that the horizon is not naked by this adiabatic process, the mass of the
black hole should also simultaneously increased as amount to M2  a2 from (8.5). In order
to increase the mass, the vacuum become lower without changing the identities of the black
holes. But complete understanding still needs to be discovered.
b With cosmological constant
My analysis can be also generalized to include the cosmological constant(CC) term with
small modication. The CC term





















But since this additional term does not generates the surface terms in the variations, almost
all the results of the boundary conditions and surface deformations in the preceding section are
unchanged. The only exception is the computation of (5.28) which produces the constraints
term in the Virasoro algebra (5.38). But in this case again, there is no eect of  at the horizon:
From





[Note Ht=0 = O(N−3); 2
p














hhrr = O(N2)], one nds that the variation of 2J[^1] involving

rr
 is again the constraint term the same as (5.28). However, if the CC generates its own
horizon which is not originated from the black holes, it can be treated as another independent
application of my original method. The interesting examples are BTZ solution in n = 3 ( < 0)
and the rotating de-Sitter space solution ( > 0).
b.1 BTZ solution
BTZ black hole solution [7] in n = 3 ( < 0) space is similar to the Kerr solution. But I
consider this example since there is some point which are worthy of studying in comparison to
entropy computations in dierent context. BTZ solution is given by the standard from (3.1)
with (G = 1=8)
f−2 = N2 =
(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)
r2
;




; N = r+r−;
 = r
2: (8.15)




(r − r+) + O(r − r+)2;
f = N−1 + O(1);




















M2 − (J=l)2: (8.17)
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M and J are the mass and angular momentum of the black hole. Then, all the subsidiary
conditions are satised the same as the Kerr-solution. And so, the universal entropy formula






(J 6= 0); (8.18)
L˜0min = 0 (J = 0):
The ground state of non-rotating solution is obtained L˜0
J=0
= − jM jT
2
! 0 as M ! 0−.
This is contrast to the Strominger’s entropy computation, where the Virasoro algebra is about
the asymptotic innity not for the horizon and the ground state gives M = − 1
8G
36. On the
other hand, the factor 2 in non-rotating case (6.9) corresponds to the two copy of the Virasoro
algebra for isometry group at the spatial innity [9, 4].
b.2 Rotating de-Sitter space: n = 3
The de-Sitter space of  > 0 is peculiar in that it has its own horizon without black holes
[42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. Moreover, remarkably this has one horizon called cosmological horizon
without the mass constraint bounded by the angular momentum contrast to Kerr and BTZ
solution. n = 3 solution was studied rst in Ref.[45] and more recently studied in other
contexts in Refs. [47, 48]. The rotating de-Sitter solution without black hole exist also for n  4
and can be simply chopped from zero black hole mass limit in the usual Kerr-de Sitter black
hole solution. Moreover, the computation in my method is interesting because the previous
computations in n = 3 which have used the isometry at the spatial innity, which is hided
inside the horizon, produces complex L˜0 always when the rotation is involved [45, 47, 48]. But
strangely enough, the nal result of the entropy is real valued and identical to the usual BH
entropy [42]. So, it is important to check whether the complex number does not occur in all the
intermediate steps when I treat the correct boundary r+ not the suspicious innite boundary.
In this subsection, I rst consider n = 3 solution and then n  3 in the next subsection.
The rotating de-Sitter in n = 3;  = 1
l2
> 0 is given by the standard metric (3.1) with
(G = 1=8)









N r = 0;
N = − J
2r2





36If one use the correct Cardy formula (7.10) in terms of ceff and L˜0eff , there is no constant ambiguity which
seems to exist in Strominger’s paper [4].
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where M; J are the mass and angular momentum parameters of the solution. The solution has







M2 + (J=l)2: (8.20)
Notice that there is no constraint on M2 bounded by J2 for the horizon to exit: Even the
negative value of M is allowed when J 6= 0. So, in J 6= 0 case, the whole mass spectrum
(ranging from −1 to 1) are continuum and there is no mass gap contrast to BTZ solution.
For J = 0 case, there is no horizon for M < 0. The fall-o behavior at r+ are
f−2 = N2 =
4

(r+ − r) + O(r+ − r)2;
N r = 0;
N = − J
2r2+












These fall-o form are the same as BTZ solution so, the entropy is also has the universal as
(7.10), (7.12) with A = 2r+ and
L˜0min = − 3T (J 6= 0); (8.23)
L˜0min = 0 (J = 0): (8.24)
The static de-Sitter ground state solution is obtained L˜0 =
T l2
2jM j ! 0 as M ! 0− limit. Note
that there is no complex number in any steps of computation. (There is another independent
conrmation about this point also [49].)
b.3 Rotating de-Sitter solution:n  4
The rotating de-Sitter solution for n  4 is obtained from M = 0 reduction of Kerr-de Sitter
solution [42, 50] (G = 1)
ds2 = − r
22
(asin2d− dt)2 + 
22







d2 + r2cos2dΩn−4 (8.25)
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with
2 = r2 + a2cos2;
r = (r












which has the cosmological horizon at r+ =
√
3=.



























Then, the fall-o behavior around r+ are





N r = 0;
N  = 0;
N = − a
r2+ + a2






















This is very similar to the Kerr-solution and so one can quickly check that all the conditions of
Kerr-solution are still satised. So, the universal entropy (7.10), (7.12) can be applied in this





L˜0min = 0 (a = 0): (8.30)





) ! 0 as
r+ =
√
3=! 0 which corresponds to giving innite momenta of inertia to the space.
9 Concluding remarks
I have shown that almost all known solutions with horizon have the universal statistical en-
tropy. This is identical to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy when the appropriate ground states
are chosen and the higher order quantum correction of operator ordering is neglected. Here,
the existence of classical Virasoro algebra at the horizon was crucial. The remaining questions
are as follows:
1. How to understand the extremal black holes in my method ? Can this method explain
the discrepancy between the gravity side [51]37 and the string theory side [2] which claim dif-
ferent entropies for the extremal black hole ?
2. Can my method be generalized to the non-stationary metric such that the expanding or
collapsing horizon can be treated [53] ?
3. Can the gauge elds and matter elds be introduced without perturbing the universal
statistical entropy formula ? Can this study give another proof of the no-hair conjecture ?
Some of the questions are being studied and will be appeared somewhere else.
Finally, computing the symplectic structure on the constraint surface H  0 with the hori-
zon boundary through the Dirac bracket method or symplectic reduction will be an outstanding
challenge. The higher order quantum corrections of the black hole entropy can be computed
by quantizing the classical symplectic structure.
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Appendix A Fall-off preserving Diff
In this Appendix, I derive the conditions (3.15)-(3.21) which preserves the fall-o conditions
(3.4)-(3.9).
a














one nds the following conditions
  O(1); (A.2)
t  O(1); (A.3)
r  O(N r) = O(N2); (A.4)
@rg  O(N−2): (A.5)
Here, I have used the metric (3.1) and the fall-o conditions (3.6), (3.7), (3.9) and the fact that
the angular derivatives @ do not change the r-dependence.
b











one nds another condition
@r
t  O(N−2): (A.7)
c
From the requirement that the Diff does not change the fall-o condition of gtr = f












one nds the following conditions
@r^
  O(1); (A.9)
@rN
  O(1): (A.10)
Now then, it is easy to check that for other components gr = 0; gtt = −N2 + f 2N r2 +
N
 ; gt = N the Diff which I have studied so far does not change their fall-o conditions
either:
gr = @r^

























Appendix B Some details on Kab; a
b
In this Appendix, some more details on Kab; a
b of (3.22)-(3.29) are presented. Let me
rst compute the Christoel symbol Γcab from the metric (3.1) and the boundary conditions
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Now, it is straightforward to compute the extrinsic curvatures of t=constant surfaces t from
Kab = (2N)
−1( _hab −DaNb −DbNa) as follows:
Krr = (2N)
−1[( _hrr −N r@rhrr) + 2hrr@rN r − @hrrN ]
= O(N−3);
Kr = @rNr − hrr@hrrNr + @rN 
= O(1);
K = (2N)
−1[N r@rh + O(N)h −DN −DN]
= O(1);






































 = O(N−1) (n = 2)






O(N−1) (n = 2)
O(N−2) (n  3) : (B.3)







 =  = O(N
−2):
Appendix C Computing @r  O(N−1)
In this Appendix, @r  O(N−1) of (5.3) is computed.







@g + ( $ )]:
The rst two terms are O(N) and so it contributes O(N−1) to @r denitely. But @r for
the terms inside the bracket [ ] is not trivial. They are computed as








@g + ( $ )] + O(N−1); (C.2)
where the second, fourth and sixth terms in the rst line produces O(N−1) in the second line.
Now, applying the following relation
@r
 = −N @rt + O(1); (C.3)
which is another expression of Eq.(3.18), to the second and third terms of the second line, (C.2)
becomes
@rgj[ ] = −@rt(@N g + @N g −N @g) + O(N−1)
= −[@rt(DN + DN −N2Nr@rg)] + O(N−1): (C.4)
But, according to the fall-o conditions (3.8), (3.13) and (3.16), the terms inside bracket [ ] is
O(N−1) also though they are O(N−2) naively. Therefore, one obtains
@r  O(N−1): (C.5)
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Appendix D Computing N

In this Appendix, I compute N






N + O(N) (D.1)
using the fall-o conditions (3.9) and (3.19). I left only O(1) terms.










 + @N − g@N + O(N): (D.2)
Then, it is easy to see that
gN
 = gt − gN
= (@t




t −N@t)N + (@t −N@) + @N + O(N)
= @t^
 −N@ ^ + tN@ + @N + O(N) (D.4)
which is Eq. (5.9).















r of (5.28). From (2.35), one has





































by substituting N; Na of (2.15) with ^t; ^a. In order to determine what is involved in the









br. [Here and after, I do not restrict to the case of N r = 0 for generality
though I consider ^ = 0 to avoid unnecessary complication.] The second and third terms are
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denitely O(N3) and O(N) from (A.11), (3.15), (3.21), (3.27) and (A.6), (3.15), (3.21), (3.26),
respectively. Naively, the rst term is O(N) if the fall-o condition (3.26) is preserved by
Diff . But this is not trivial matter. Let me compute this rst term in detail.
With the help of (E.1), the rst term of (E.2) becomes
^r1f
22
rr = A + B + C + D;






































D = f 2^r1Dc(^
c
2
rr)− f 2^r1Dc(^r2rc)− f 2^r1Dc(^r2rc): (E.3)
B: This term reduces to








A: In order to compute this term one needs to compute the curvature tensor:
Rrr = @cΓ
c
rr − @rΓccr + ΓcrrΓdcd − ΓcdrΓdcr













R = hrrRrr + h
R
= O(N−1); (E.5)
where I have used (B.1). From this result, it is easy to see









D: This term reduces to




= −f 2^r1Dc(^c2rr) + 2f 2^r1D(^r2r): (E.7)
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r)  O(N): (E.8)




rr)2h [@(^r2r)− Γaar^ar − Γar^ra − Γa ^rra]: (E.9)
















Γa ^rra = Γ
r






rr)2hD(^r2r)  O(N): (E.11)
This result is contrast to naive expectation D  @ such that this is O(N3): This implies that




C: This term is the most important term in (E.3).

































































































































































Ht + O(N); (E.17)
A; B; D  O(N): (E.18)
Notice that I have not used any of constraint equations Ht  0 nor Ha  0.
Appendix F Result with t = t(t− −1r + (Ω)−1x)


















































































This entropy becomes BH entropy by choosing L˜0min in some complicated way depending on
; ; T=; when I consider the case of  =  = 1, the factor inside the bracket [ ] becomes 1
which is the result in the text.
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